HUNGARIAN HANDBALL FEDERATION
COURT RULES
1.

By purchasing a ticket or pass, or by applying for entry, a participant of a sporting event (hereinafter
referred to as "the participant") shall accept these Court Rules as binding.
In addition to these Court Rules, participants are obliged to follow the rules set by the organizer
and the instructions given by the organizer, the security staff or the police.

2. Participants may enter the venue of a sporting event if they:
• hold a valid ticket, pass or other certificate, invitation, or accreditation to enter the venue;
• consent to an inspection of their clothing and luggage;
• are not clearly under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances;
• do not carry alcohol, drugs, or objects that may disrupt the sporting event or endanger the
physical safety or assets of others, or any objects prohibited by the organizer prior to the ticket
purchase and of which the purchaser had been duly informed;
• do not carry any prohibited symbols of totalitarianism, or any insignia or flag meant to incite
hatred towards others;
• are not refused entry for violations of rules or banned from attending a sporting event under
Section 73(1) of Act I of 2004 and are not subject to a similar ban by a foreign sports federation,
authority, or court under Section 76/A (1) thereof;
• agree to verify their identity at the request of the security staff;
• acknowledge that video and audio recordings may be of them made during the event;
• do not carry any food or drink and carry only the personal belongings strictly necessary for
attending the sporting event;
• do not bring any animals to the sports facility, except for guide dogs in case of spectators with
disabilities;
• do not carry a camcorder, professional camera, or objects for trade unless authorized to do
so by the organizer.
3.

Participants acknowledge the following:
• the organizers and the police are entitled to inspect the clothing and luggage of participants of
the sporting event, and to remove or detain certain participants in the event of an offense or
crime;
• apart from personal belongings, subject to the Court Rules, only the official national flags and
official club flags of the competing teams are allowed to be carried to the venue, and only the
official names of cities of a given country may be displayed on national flags; all other banners
or presentations of choreography are subject to the permission of the organizer;
• participants may enter the sports facility only through the entrance gate marked on the ticket,
pass or invitation;
• participants are to approach their sector or workstation along the designated route;
• participants are to occupy only the seats indicated on their ticket/pass/invitation;
• participants must comply with the provisions of the Court Rules and are obliged to follow the
rules set by the organizer and the instructions given by the organizer, the security staff or the
police;
• unless otherwise provided by the organizer, security staff or police, participants are to leave
the premises only at the point of entry.

4.

Participants may not engage in the following at a sporting event:
• engage in activities that may disrupt or hinder the sporting event or endanger the physical
safety or assets of others;
• throw objects on the court or outside the spectator area or onto people;
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•
•
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•

enter the court or any area cordoned off from spectators without permission;
carry or use pyrotechnic devices, lasers, or signal lights;
cause fire – participants are obliged to comply with fire prevention regulations;
stop on escape routes (stairs) or block escape routes or emergency exits – participants are
obliged to leave such routes unobstructed;
engage in behaviour that may be seen as racist, enticing to hatred, offensive, or may be seen
as ideological, religious, or political behaviour, or display such signs or symbols;
place banners or flags on fences, rails or columns without the permission of the organizer, or
cover advertisements with such objects;
climb the fences or objects of the sports facility;
obstruct the view of others;
stand on chairs;
cover their face;
litter – participants are to comply with smoking regulations.

5.

Participants disrupting or hindering the sporting event or endangering the physical safety or assets
of others, or those engaged in behaviour that is seen as racist, enticing to hatred, intimidating or
offensive, or related to unfair support or cheering will be warned by the organizer.

6.

If a participant fails to meet the conditions set forth in the Court Rules or exhibits unlawful behaviour
and fails to cease such activities even upon warning by the organizer, may be refused entry and
may be removed from the sporting event. Persons may be banned from participation in sporting
events if they had been removed under the effective Act on Sport, or whose removal was put off
because an intervention by the organizer (security staff) at the venue of the sporting event was
expected to disproportionately endanger the safety of the event, and therefore the person is banned
by the organizer from participation in the event. Persons violating the Court Rules in any other way
may also be banned.

7.

The organizer of a sporting event shall refuse selling tickets to persons banned from the sporting
event and shall prevent them from participating in the sporting event (hereinafter: “ban from
participation in a sporting event”). The organizer shall provide information on the possibility of a
ban from participation in a sporting event by displaying a prominent notice outside the sports facility
and within the premises.
Any ban from participation in a sporting event must be imposed for at least six months and shall
not exceed two years in case of a ban from any sporting event organized by the given organizer,
and four years in case of a ban from a specific sporting facility.
The spectator is entitled to appeal the ban from the sporting event at court.
The organizer shall submit the name, place and date of birth and photo of the person banned,
along with the duration of the ban, the name of the sports facility and the range of sporting events
covered by the ban to the sports policing registry within 3 days.
The organizer shall handle the decisions on bans and the personal data contained therein during
the ban period in accordance with its privacy policy.
The organizer shall notify the person banned and the police in writing of the ban from participation
in sporting events.
The written notice on the ban shall include:
• the act on which the ban is based, along with its date and place;
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• the duration of the ban;
• the sporting events or sports facilities to which the ban applies;
• the fact that the personal data specified in Section 91/J(1)(b) of Act XXXIV of 1994 on the
Police will be recorded by the police for one year after the expiration of the ban.
The ban shall be effective as at the delivery date of the organizer’s notice.
8.

The use of coercive measures is restricted to the police.

9.

The organizer shall ensure the documented receipt, safe storage and return to the holder of any
items not permitted in the premises under the Court Rules. Food, drink and medicine shall not be
taken into storage. If the owner fails to request his or her submitted items within two hours of the
end of the sporting event, the organizer shall proceed under the rules of responsible custody.

10.

Persons resisting by force or threatening to resist a lawful action taken by the organizer to maintain
order, as well as those entering a secluded spectator area or throwing objects that may disrupt the
sporting event or endanger the physical safety of others, are committing a criminal offense.

11.

The offending participant shall be held liable for the damage caused in the event of a breach of
security, or in case of more than one perpetrator, they shall be jointly and severally liable for the
same. The perpetrator is obliged to reimburse the organizer for all costs arising from the damage.

12.

The organizer or the security staff, in case a security staff in assigned to the event, shall have the
right to observe and record the event with cameras supplied by the police in sufficient quantities,
capable of a quality of recording that allows the individual identification of the participants.
For the purposes of retrieving such data and information as necessary for the initiation and conduct
of infringement proceedings and criminal proceedings after the completion of the sporting event,
the organizer is obliged to retain the recordings of the sporting event for a period (up to 60 days)
specified by the police within 120 hours of the end of the sporting event. Unless prompted or
requested to provide data, the organizer shall destroy the recorded data 120 hours after the
recording.

13.

The organizer has taken out liability insurance for persons holding a ticket, pass or invitation, and
the fact of the liability insurance is also indicated on the tickets and passes of the event.

14.

In order to ensure the safe exit of spectators, police may detain opposing supporter groups in the
sports facility. If the police are not present at the sporting event, the organizer at its own discretion
may decide on such detainment at the sporting facility.

15.

If the sporting event has been cancelled or if spectators have been banned from attending or
restricted in their numbers, the ticket price will be refunded within three working days. If the sporting
event is interrupted, tickets and passes shall be valid for the repeat event.

Interpreting provisions for the purposes of these Court Rules:
1. Organizer: The Hungarian Handball Association (hereinafter: “HHF”);
2. Security staff: Staff holding the qualifications specified by law and by the regulations of the HHF,
employed at the venue of the sporting event and in connection with the security of the event by
the security company mandated to secure the event, and identifiable in their appearance as the
security staff.
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Participant: Natural persons present at the venue of the sporting event during the event and 90
minutes before and after the event. Spectators (fans) are considered participants.
4. Sporting event: A sports event (tournament, competition, or match) organized by the HHF within
or outside the competition system in the presence of participants.
For the purposes of these Rules, only those official international sporting events organized by the
HHF and domestic sporting events between clubs organized by the HHF shall be considered a
sporting event where the security risk has been determined by the National Police.
5. Duration of the event: The duration between the time when participants arrive at the venue
(opening of gates) until participants leave the venue (closing of gates).
3.

These Court Rules shall enter into effect as of their posting at the organizer’s electronic platform and at
the entrance of the sports facility.
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